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Purpose/Objectives

This presentation will 
give an overview of the 
background, process, 
and recommendations 
for Special Education 
Secondary Self-
Contained curriculum.
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Board of Education Priorities
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Background
• Teachers have been using a variety of resources put together by 

each teacher or school and curriculum adoption has not occurred in 
years.

• Special Education Secondary Self-Contained classes consist of 
students with diverse and a broad spectrum of needs from socio-
economic to academic.

• Current programs used have no established viable curriculum, 
leaving teachers to create their own.  This results in students in 
different classrooms accessing inequitable and indefensible 
programs and curriculum. 

• Special Education staff agreed that a viable curriculum for all 
Secondary Special Education Self-Contained teachers is needed.
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Process
• The Special Education team met with Teaching and Learning to 

establish the process of curriculum review in August 2019.
• A rubric was developed by teachers and the following curriculum 

was reviewed:  Attainment, Readtopia, and n2y Total Classroom 
Solution Bundle.

• The Secondary Special Education Self-Contained teachers reviewed 
all the curriculum programs and unanimously chose the n2y 
classroom Solution Bundle. 

• n2y is currently the approved curriculum used by Los Angeles 
Unified School District, Clark County School District, and piloted at 
College View School at GUSD.
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Consists of 5 subprograms:

● Unique Learning System (standards-aligned lessons from scheduling, and
planning through assessment)

● news-2-you (standards-aligned newspaper informational text)
● Positivity (addressing social skills and behavior management)
● SymbolStix Prime/Square Bundle (vocabulary/communication skills program)
● L3 Skills (practice/reinforcement of skills with focus on math and literacy

through engaging activities)
● Online Essentials Learning Plan (online training)

● Video: n2y | Special Education Solutions

n2y Total Classroom Solution Bundle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8E4P1oIU0I


n2y Total Solution Recommendation
• Multiple independent research studies are proving to enhance instructional 

outcomes for students with complex learning needs while simplifying the 
roles of the educators and caregivers who serve them.

• Is composed of a variety of leveled programs, allowing SPED teachers to 
scaffold or modify curriculum to the individual needs of the students 
(supports equity of materials and instruction for different learners).

• Offers a strong daily routine that develops key social skills and emotional 
control skills and supports data collection.

• Efficiently accessible in Distance Learning or a brick and mortar classroom
• n2y Total Solution materials will provide continuity and equity into the 

Secondary Special Education Self-Contained programs.
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Questions?
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